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Gate-source voltage dependence of the electrical conductivity of

nickel-salen polymers in the electrochemical transistor
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For the first time, polymeric forms of the complexes N,N′-bis(salicylidene)ethylenediaminonickel(II) and

N,N′-bis(3-methoxysalicylidene)ethylenediaminonickel(II) have been investigated as functional materials for the

conducting channels of organic electrochemical transistors. The dependence of the electrical conductivity of the

polymers on the electrolyte anion-doping level has been established. The polymer film conductance versus gate

voltage curve parameters have been shown to depend on the molecular structure of the complex and the nature of

the electrolyte solvent.
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Among various molecular electronic devices employing

coatings based on polymer semiconductors, most interest-

ing are organic electrochemical transistors (OECT) [1–3].

Contrary to widely known organic field-effect transistors,

the OECT gate is electrically connected to the polymer-

semiconductor-based conducting channel through the elec-

trolyte system. The OECT operation is based on the

injection of electrolyte ions into the channel at the moment

the control voltage is applied to the gate. Therewith, the

channel conductivity is governed by the concentration and

mobility of charge carriers generated in the polymer as a

result of oxidation-reduction transformations.

As promising materials for the OECT channels, both

the electroconductive organic polymers (e. g., polyethylene-

dioxithiophene doped with polystyrene sulfonate) [3] and

conductive polymer materials based on metal-organic and

coordination compounds [4] were proposed. Interesting

representatives of metallopolymers with intrinsic conduc-

tivity are nickel-salen polymers (polymeric complexes of

nickel (II) with the N2O2 Schiff bases of the salen type) that

are thin film matrices immobilized on current-conductive

substrates, in which chain macromolecules with covalently

bound aryl fragments (Fig. 1, a) are combined into three-

dimensional supramolecular structures [5]. The simplicity of

modular synthesis, good stability, and possibility of achiev-

ing high electrophysical and electrochemical characteristics

provide a wide range of practical applications of these

polymeric metal complexes, for instance, energy generation

and storage devices, sensors and electrocatalytic cells [6].

Earlier it was revealed that varying the electrode substrate

potential ensures the material transition from the non-

charged state to the oxidized one. The excess positive charge

generated in the polymer film is stabilized due to doping

with the background electrolyte anions (Fig. 1, a) [5]. Thus,

the nickel-salen polymers are potentially able to provide the

OECT functioning in the accumulation mode.

In order to more accurately assess the possibility of

using nickel-salen polymers in OECT, it is necessary to

elucidate the influence of the molecular and structural

(supramolecular) arrangement of the polymer matrix and

electrolyte medium composition on changes in the ma-

terial electrical conductivity upon electrochemical doping.

Electrical conductance of individual representatives of these

polymeric metal complexes was earlier studied in [7].
However, those experiments were performed in the elec-

trolyte composition for lithium-ion batteries containing high

concentration of lithium ions able to specifically coordinate

to ligand heteroatoms. Such interactions significantly affect

the electron density distribution governing the charge carrier

generation and transport in the polymer [8]. The goal of this
work was to study the influence of the polymer molecular

composition and electrolyte solvent nature on the conduc-

tivity of nickel-salen polymer films upon electrochemical

doping in solutions that do not contain lithium ions.

Polymer films poly-[NiSalen] and poly-[NiCH3OSalen]
(Fig. 1, a) were obtained on the surface of a platinum

interdigitated electrode (IDE) (MicruX Technologies)
(Fig. 1, b) by oxidative electropolymerization of complexes

N,N′-bis(salicylidene)ethylenediaminatonickel (II) and

N,N′-bis(3-metoxisalicylidene)ethylenediaminatonickel (II),
respectively. Two interdigitated systems of microelectrodes

(IDE combs) applied on a glass substrate were used as

working electrodes (WE1 and WE2) of an electrochemical

cell controlled by means of bipotentiostat VSP (BioLogic
Science Instruments). The cell also comprised a glassy

carbon plate used as an auxiliary electrode (AE) and

non-aqueous reference electrode Ag/Ag+ (MW-1085,

BASi) (RE) characterized by the potential of −0.3V

relative to the standard silver/silver chloride reference
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Figure 1. a — structural formula of macromolecules of nickel-salen polymers, general scheme of their electrochemical doping with the

background electrolyte anions, and designations of the polymers studied in this work. b — schematic sketch of an interdigitated electrode

and an electrochemical transistor based on it.

electrode Ag/AgCl, NaCl (saturated), with respect to which

all the electrode potentials are presented in this work.

The cell was filled with electrolyte composition containing

0.05mol · l−1 of tetraethylammonium tetrafluoroborate

(Et4NBF4) and solvent (1,2-dichloroethane (DCE) or

acetonitrile (AN)), as well as 0.001mol · l−1 of monomer

[NiSalen] or [NiCH3OSalen] synthesized according to a

standard procedure [9]. The complex was polymerized on

the IDE surface in the mode of multiple potential cycling

in the range of 0 to 1.6 V with the rate of 10mV · s−1 (the
polymer synthesis procedure is described in details in [7]).
The polymer-modified electrode was rinsed, dried and set

into the cell with the electrolyte composition identical to

the polymerization solution but free of the monomer.

Two neighboring interdigitated microelectrodes intercon-

nected with the nickel-salen polymer may be regarded

as an electrochemical transistor with a polymer channel

(Fig. 1, b). The gate is formed by combination of the

auxiliary electrode and reference electrode in the electrolyte

solution. The gate-source voltage (VG) is equivalent to the

preset potential difference in the circuit of the working and

reference electrodes. Using the bipotentiostat, voltage VG

was increased from 0 to 1.6 V with the rate of 10mV · s−1.

Constant potential difference VD = 10mV was maintained

between IDE combs ensuring the drain current flow through

the polymer channel. Electric current (IG) was measured in

the circuit of the working and auxiliary electrodes for WE1

and WE2; based on the difference in the obtained values

(1IG), polymer conductance (G) was calculated as in [7]:

G =
1IG

2VD
. (1)

Experimental dependences IG = f (VG) and G = f (VG)
for poly-[NiSalen] are presented in Fig. 2, those for poly-

[NiCH3OSalen] are given in Fig. 3. In all the studied

cases, the polymers are non-conductive (G < 10−3 mS) in

the non-charged state (at VG = 0V). When VG is shifted

to above the threshold, different values of currents IG

are detected which evidence the presence of oxidation

processes in the nickel-salen polymer channel. The polymer

conductances increase sharply with the electrochemical

doping level, reach the maxima and then decrease. The

obtained G = f (VG) curves with one (for poly-[NiSalen])
or two (for poly-[NiCH3OSalen]) maxima differ significantly

from the sigmoidal curves of the conductance versus voltage

dependence characteristic of conjugated organic polymer
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Figure 2. Gate current IG (dashed line) and conductance

G (solid line) versus gate-source voltage VG for OECT with

the poly-[NiSalen] polymer channel in electrolyte based on 1,2-

dichloroethane (a) and acetonitrile (b).

films. Vise versa, they are similar to curves G = f (VG)
recorded for redox-polymers or conductive matrices with

local conjugation areas between which charge is transported

according to the hopping mechanism [10]. Earlier it was

found out that oxidation of the system of phenyl rings of

nickel-salen polymer ligands leads to sequential generation

of two types of charge carriers in the film: radical cations

and dications [5]. It is possible to assume that in the

case of polymer poly-[NiCH3OSalen] the curve G = f (VG)
maxima are observed when equal particle concentrations

are reached in the mixed-valent systems ”neutral frag-

ment/radical cation” and ”radical cation/dication”, respec-

tively. In the case of poly-[NiSalen], formation of dications

is hindered [5], thus each of the relevant curves exhibits only

one conductance maximum.

The threshold gate-source voltage is significantly lower

in poly-NiCH3OSalen] than in poly-[NiSalen], which is

obviously caused by easier oxidation of macromolecules

with electron donating CH3O groups in the ligand structure.

The transition from the non-conductive to conductive state

is accompanied by an increase in G by two or three

orders of magnitude in the case of poly-[NiSalen] and

three or four orders of magnitude in the case of poly-

[NiCH3OSalen] depending on the solvent type. In transition

from AN to DCE, both polymers exhibit a shift of the main

conductance maximum towards higher VG . After reaching

the maximum, the poly-[NiSalen] conductance decreases

rapidly to G < 10−3 mS. Values of G in a highly doped

poly-[NiCH3OSalen] polymer film decrease relative to the

maximal ones (by two orders of magnitude in AN and one

order of magnitude in DCE) but remain of about 10−1 mS

at VG = 1.3V. Thus the voltage range corresponding to

the poly-[NiCH3OSalen] film conductive state (conductivity
window) varies from 1.35 to 1.45V (in electrolyte systems

based on DCE and AN, respectively). The conductivity

window width for polymer poly-[NiSalen] is less than values

obtained for poly-[NiCH3OSalen] and stronger depends on

the solvent nature, being 0.6 V in the 1,2-dichloroethane-

based electrolyte and 0.2V in the acetonitrile solution.

The observed changes in the curve G = f (VG) param-

eters in transition from 1,2-dichloroethane to acetonitrile

may be caused by differences in their donor ability (donor
numbers are 0.0 for DCE and 14.1 for AN) and dielectric

permeability (dielectric constants are 10.36 for DCE and

38.0 for AN). These characteristics of electrolyte solvents

used for synthesizing and subsequent electrochemical dop-

ing of nickel-salen polymers can essentially affect the factors
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Figure 3. Gate current IG (dashed line) and conductance G
(solid line) versus gate-source voltage VG for OECT with the

poly-[NiCH3OSalen] polymer channel in electrolyte based on 1,2-

dichloroethane (a) and acetonitrile (b).
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defining the charge carrier concentration (n) and mobility

(µ) in the films and, hence, their conductance (G ∝ nµ).
For instance, those factors are: 1) the macromolecule

chain length and interchain distances in the polymer matrix;

2) charge states of metal centers in highly doped polymers;

3) intrachain and intermolecular electrostatic interactions in

the films at different doping levels. The effect of the solvent

nature on the above mentioned factors may be different

for polymers with different ligand electronic structures.

Evidently, this explains the absence of consistent patterns of

variations in the curve G = f (VG) parameters for polymers

poly-[NiSalen] and poly-[NiCH3OSalen] upon varying the

electrolyte solvent.

Thus, the work has shown the possibility of controlling

parameters of the gate voltage dependence of electrical

conductance of the nickel-salen polymers by varying the

polymer film molecular composition and nature of the

electrolyte system solvent. It has been established that

the poly-[NiCH3OSalen] film in acetonitrile solution is

characterized by a wide electrical conductivity window and

can be converted to the conductive state at low threshold

voltage; therewith, the electrical conductance varies within

four orders of magnitude. This allows us to tentatively

attribute this polymer to promising materials for channels

of organic electrochemical transistors.
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